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For the following task, please pretend that you are a racist harboring a prejudice against Black
Americans from inner-city backgrounds. We know this may be difficult, but please try very hard. With
this racist mindset in place in your thoughts, please rate the attached behaviors of our fictional character
Jermaine (a sophomore residence hall advisor) using the rating scale below.
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For example if a racist were presented with the following sentence:

“Jermaine Washington’s professors often consider him to be the brightest student
they’ve ever known.”

then our hypothetical racist would probably rate this sentence as a +4 or +5 since, from the racist’s
perspective of a Black student, such a comment would be seen as unexpected, positive, non-typical, and
therefore, stereotype inconsistent. Conversely, if our racist were presented with the following sentence:

“Jermaine Washington seldom stays faithful to one girlfriend for more than three weeks.”

then he or she would probably rate this as a -3 or -4 since it is at least moderately contemptible, negative,
and consistent with a negative prejudicial stereotype of Black males. In other words, it is consistent with
the way a racist is likely to view Black Americans.

Finally, do not spend more than seven seconds on each sentence or more than nine minutes for the
total list. As you do this. please conjure up in your mind how you think a racist would feel about Black
students entering VPI from an inner-city background. Specifically, think about what sorts of behavior a
racist would expect out of such Black students. Please keep these thoughts in mind as you rate the attached
behaviors.

